Legacy

What if your deadbeat dad was a superhero?What if you found out your deadbeat father is a
superhero? Would you leave your small-town life to take up the mantle of a father you never
knew? For 18-year-old Lucas, the choice is an easy one: heâ€™s not going to leave behind his
mother and his comfortable life for a father whoâ€™s never shown any interest in him. But his
fatherâ€”known officially as billionaire Clayton Hartwell, and secretly as the vigilante
superhero The Raptorâ€”tells Lucas that as he is dying, evil is growing, and the world needs
Lucas to become the new Raptor. When Lucasâ€™s mother is killed by mysterious warriors,
he realizes that his father is right. Once in Seraph City, Lucas is stunned by the amount of
poverty and crime. But after observing his fatherâ€™s â€œheroicâ€• behavior up close, Lucas
is left wondering about the line between good and evil. And eventually, he must decide
whether to take a stand against the one man who loves him in order to defend a world that
desperately needs him.From the Hardcover edition.
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6 days ago Legacy definition is - a gift by will especially of money or other personal property:
bequest. How to use legacy in a sentence. Did You Know?. legacy meaning, definition, what is
legacy: something that happens or exists as a re: Learn more. Definition of legacy - an amount
of money or property left to someone in a will, an applicant to a particular college or
university who is regarded prefe.
John Muir left as his legacy an enduring spirit of respect for the environment. ( university and
society admissions) The descendant of an alumnus. Because she . Learn about Legacy Family
Tree; The most comprehensive and easy-to-use genealogy/family history software you can
buy. Take the Guided Tour. Try the free. Define legacy. legacy synonyms, legacy
pronunciation, legacy translation, English dictionary definition of legacy. n. pl. legÂ·aÂ·cies 1.
Money or property given to. Use the word, legacy, for something handed down from one
generation to the next. A retiring company president might leave a legacy of honesty and
integrity. Sony Music Entertainment's Legacy Recordings produces and curates the world's
preeminent catalog of historic music reissues and new releases from. In law, a legacy is
something acquired by inheritance, or by a will. In historical terms, a legacy is something that
is handed down from one period of time to. Legacy code is source code that relates to a
no-longer supported or manufactured operating system or other computer technology. The
term was first used by. akaiho.com is a global network of online obituaries that provides
timely news of death and allows users to pay respect and celebrate life.
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